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Some historic remarks:     Italy
In Italy the concept of integration has acquired key importance since 1970 in order to 
provide social, cultural and institutional responses to the needs of people with a disability.

Law No. 517 issued in 1977 established  SCHOOL INTEGRATION  processes, 
abolished special schools and introduced disabled  pupils into  ordinary classes  in order to 
develop educational and building paths aimed at enriching all pupils, disabled and able-
bodied, to create a more open and inclusive society.

In 1996-97 integrated sports projects were launched.
In 2006 Baskin was developed. 

During the Turin Winter Olympic Games a call to stage «integrated»  Olympic Games  was 
made (by de Anna) but it went unheeded.
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… at global level
In the ’80s and 90s, other countries (Norway, France, Canada…) 
followed in Italy’s wake.

Some foreign authors have (mis)understood the Italian model as being 
«integration of the disabled in the group of the able-bodied» thus as a 
process of adaptation, assimilation and normalization.

This resulted in opting for the concept of INCLUSION and of «inclusive 
education», adopted in the 2006 UN Convention as a shared reference 
by all countries.
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Adaptation = Assimilation

• Process  by which an individual adjusts/adapts to a given 
environment/social context

• Process of social and cultural homologation of an individual

Individual cietà
context
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2006 UN Convention: Rights of persons with disabilities

• Article 1: …to promote, protect and ensure the full and equal 
enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms by all 
persons with disabilities

• Article 3 – General principles: … respect for inherent dignity, 
individual autonomy including the freedom to make one’s own 
choices, and independence of persons….accessibility…

• Article 30 - Participation in cultural life, recreation, leisure and sport…
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INCLUSION
• Inclusion (verb: to include) means to be part of something … 

opposite of exclusion (to exclude). 

• Inclusion is the main model in international documents: the 
person with a disability enters, as a fully-fledged equal 
member- into his/her community, just like anyone else.

• The functioning principles and rules of the context must  be 
reformulated, taking into consideration the needs and 
possibilities of each and every person: diversity must be 
recognized as normal in all contexts.
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Inclusive logic aims to make up and fix up the 
logic of social exclusion, by correctly asserting 
education as a common worth of humankind.

Inclusion of B in    A:

B
A
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Inclusion vs        Exclusion
• Assimilation/Indifference
• Mechanic unity
• Hierarchical system
• Oligarchy 
• Restricted code
• Cumulative code
• Dependence
• Leadership
• Agonism
• Competition

• Integration
• Organic unity
• Democratic system
• Democracy
• Elaborated code
• Integrative code
• Autonomy 
• Partnership
• Agon
• Com-petition (cooperation)



COMPETITIVENESS

• Affirmation of self
• Aggressiveness
• Envy…
• Loneliness

• Negative interdependence

COM-PETITION

• Giving one’s best
• To go towards (Latin ad-gradi): 

Improving oneself thanks to the 
encounter with the other person 
and his/her support

• Solidarity 
• Alterity  (otherness)

• Positive interdependence
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INTEGRATION
To integrate implies a process of inter-action, of  “actions 
between” a plural number of subjects; a process in which each 
is important for the other, each is a bearer of meaning and con-
tributes to the construction of reality in forms which are newer 
and more whole, in an Eco systemic approach of an open 
system which is in a flow of continuous co-constructive 
interactions. 

Integration is the intersection area (middle ground: A1-B1) 
between two or more subjects, none of which is a loser, 
through reciprocal exchanges and recognition. 
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Integration

A1--- B1 BA B
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INTEGRATION
• Process of construing and  co-construing, able to maximise the 

interactions among pupils and persons with disabilities and all other 
people (OCDE, 1994)

• It is the result of interactions  and  active adapting, with adjusting 
that makes us more flexible and makes us incorporate innovations, in 
reciprocity, by changing our point of view, which becomes more 
articulated thanks to the encounter with others’ points of view

• Integration requires an attitude towards others’ points of view, 
based on the active recognition of alterity. 
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Integration
• It is a processual and dynamic principle and value-concept, 

that calls for the continuous commitment of all of us to 
realize it concretely in our daily practice and-as in our case-
in sports practices

• It is a guiding idea and an orienting aim of life-experience

• It is a dynamic, bilateral and multi-perspective process, 
which implies changing behaviour and attitudes of both 
disabled and able-bodied persons
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Integration: ET-ET paradigm
• Educational principle which relies on ACTIVE TOLERANCE, POSITIVE 

INTERDEPENDENCE, RESPONSIBILITY- PRINCIPLE, COMMON GOOD)
• Mode and form to build  agreements and mediations for the 

development of everybody, none excluded, regardless of physical, 
psychic, cultural and gender conditions, for a more humane society
thanks to humanizing experiences, such as play and educational and 
integrated sport

• It requires us to go beyond the use of only  linear logics, in favour of 
relying on organizations which, through interactions, give rise to, 
transform, bind, maintain, conciliate the field of relationships among 
subjects in a complex and united system, as can be the case in 
Integrated Football
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• Integrative, bottom-
up measures, at 
micro- (team, game, 
sport)  and inter-
subjective level
(bottom up)

A

B                     C

D

• Broad eco-systemic perspective with attention 
paid to both macro and meso-systems 

(top down)

Country/State/European Union

local area (gyms, playing fields
and  sport centres)

schools

class- team

Integration                   Inclusion
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Integration as quality of human experience
• The integration process is studded with constructs and events
• An event- by nature- is dynamic and it results from the interactions and 

interconnections between a subject and an object, persons and contexts
• A Quality event diminishes subjectivity, makes one go beyond their 

boundaries and become aware of the surrounding world
• Quality is the opposite of subjectivity: it is the meeting point between 

subject and object
• Thus, Quality is not a thing but it is an «event» that makes the awareness 

of both oneself and others possible, in order to achieve reciprocal 
improvement and reciprocal good and happiness
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Integration expresses education:

• It realizes aretè, virtue, excellence
• It requires personal commitment (engagement) in a 

collective social «civitas», in the encounter between «per se 
unum» and «prosouros», constitutive expression of a 
person that becomes community through significant 
relationships and interactions

• It is the result of civic, civilized and ethical (ethics) attitudes, 
for the common good
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PERSON:

Per se unum (Latino)

• WHAT HAS INTRINSIC VALUE
• ORIGINARY
• ORIGINAL
• Subjective dimension that takes 

to extremes

Pròsouros (πρόσουρος)

• THE ONE (HE/SHE) WHO IS NEXT 
TO ME, IN FRONT OF ME

• Inter-subjective dimension
• Relational dimension
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WHAT HAS WORTH IN ITS DEVELOPMENTAL-RELATIONAL  DYNAMISM:
BEING /BECOMING-IN-RELATIONSHIP



In order to integrate, it is necessary to discover and 
prize differences, to identify contact aspects and values 
in a shared view capable of «grasping and bringing 
together» (comprehendère: to comprehend; cum-
capere: to conceptualize), making room inside 
ourselves for the other person’s view of the world
-as in conceiving a child, synthesis of two diversities 
into a new complex unity (a new PERSON), with new 
views of the world-
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A person’s development requires:

• BRIDGES BETWEEN THE SELF AND THE WORLD
• DEVELOPMENTAL FACILITATIONS AND STIMULI

• MEDIATIONS
 PEDAGOGICAL (EDUCATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS)
 DIDACTIC (SIGNIFICANT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES)
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Pedagogic mediation:  educational 
relationship

• careful and «loving» acceptance
• proactive and stimulating relationship
• appropriate and prizing communication
• asymmetric  and ethical relationship (echo-wise responding to a 

person’s need-desire-anxiety)
• it requires pedagogic  intelligence
• it is a specific competence (coach, referee) and diffuse attention 

(social co-responsibility)
• it expresses caring, not just curing, in a positive social climate
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Didactical Mediation: 
significant training opportunities
• Communication/communications 
• Action/actions (problem posing and problem solving)
• Outputs/results
• Strategies that make training  oscillate between technique and art
• Enjoyable and challenging training experiences
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Integrated sport and play can be forms of mediation, of sharing personal 
experiences in social contexts in which it is possible to make synapsis, 
exchanges and interplay between people’s diversities



Ludic-motor- activities

Games

Sports games

Sport

Social-motor-activities
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(Adaptation from P. Moliterni, da Parlebas, 1996)

INTEGRATED FOOTBALL= SPORTS GAME



Sport generates Relationships…

… EDUCATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
GENERATE

EDUCATIONAL SPORT
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Participating in motor and sports activities means:

- Sharing group experiences with other people, 
- Promoting the inclusion of people with different kinds of 
diversity, 
- Prizing the value of cooperation and of team work, 
- Recognizing individual differences while preventing them 
from becoming inequalities



Conclusions
A society is the result of interactions between individuals (persons), but such 
interactions give rise to an organizing whole which retroacts on individuals to co-
produce them as human individuals, because human individuals would not be such 
without education, language and culture (Morin) in its differing forms and 
expressions, motor and sports included.
We are the result of relationships and, above all, of good (educational) relationships.
Thus, we must continue to build networks between individuals, peoples and cultures 
in their differences, so that differences are viewed as opportunities for personal and 
social enrichment while we re-discover that we are significant parts of humankind as 
a whole.
Hence, the value of a sport which is educational and integrated (and thus of 
Integrated Football), which can favour personal self-realization in a social collective 
dimension, a sport that prizes the potential of each and every person and  and puts it 
to the service of others, in a positive interdependence. 
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• Every human activity, sports and motor included, should 
be contributing to humanness

• Culture… play and sport… are/should be humanizing 
tools

• …and should contribute to building the social network 
(inclusion, integration, education, co-education)    
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… in summary:  

yes to inclusion, but for integration!

INCLUSION FOR INTEGRATION
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